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Abstract- Pervasive healthcare technology is needed to meet
the challenges of an aging population in the western world, as
well as an expected major shortage of healthcare personnel in
the near future. The OpenCare Project is an open source
infrastructure framework, designed to be used by researchers
and corporate developers for developing experimental assisted
living prototypes, as well as a complete feature rich systems
with a high degree of flexibility and modifiability. Following a
motivating discussion on the problem domain, a survey of
related research projects and commercial products, points out
the need for an open source infrastructure framework. Finally,
the OpenCare Project is presented and the overall design is
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the pervasive healthcare-based
OpenCare Project and Infrastructure. An open source
infrastructure project and framework for implementing and
testing assisted living (see section III) prototypes and
systems, connecting various vendor's sensor hardware and
software components with end-users, caretakers,
administrative staff relatives, utilizing alerts and
notifications through different media, SMS & MMS text,
email, messaging, web, databases, web services, electronic
patient records and more.

In short, this framework targets research groups and
commercial companies and public institutions, wishing to
implement their tailor-made assisted living solutions on an
open source platform and framework, without getting locked
to a specific vendor or platform, and being able to use a
range of existing commercial sensors, along with their own
custom-made hardware and software components, and
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running on different hardware and operating system
platforms.

We start with a discussion on the background and
motivation for utilizing pervasive healthcare technology and
assisted living technology, in particular looking at facts and
figures on the demographic development in the developed
countries, which is considered as becoming increasingly
problematic in the not too distant future by many researchers.
We will argue that pervasive technology might be used to
overcome some of the economic and staff shortage problems
facing the healthcare sector as a consequence of these
demographic projections. Then, the field of pervasive
healthcare and assisted living is introduced, along with the
pervasive and ubiquitous computing paradigms.

A survey of related research and commercial systems in
the area is given, analyzing on the features, strengths and
weaknesses of these systems, followed by a discussion for
the need of an open, flexible and easily extendible
infrastructure, as an alternative, or supplement, to these
systems, in particular for other research projects. Finally a
short introduction to some of the components of the
OpenCare Project and Infrastructure is given.

The framework is under ongoing construction, but a fully
functional system is running and available for interested
partners, free of charge, and with the full code base. We have
already added driver support for several different commercial
state of the art sensor products, including ECG, HRV, blood
pressure, blood sugar, pulse and oximeter, weight and other
sensor types. Also, several research projects are working on
implementing driver support for their hardware units,
including a Heart Rate Variability sensor project and the
Automatic Medicine Dispenser project.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Danish. population ofage and gender 2050 .
Source U.S. Census Bureau, International Database[I] .

Figure I. Distribution of Danish population of age and gender 2000 .
Source U.S. Census Bureau , International Database[I] .
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Figure 3. Distribution of U.S. population of age and gender 2000. Source
U.S. Census Bureau , International Database[I] .

Figure 4. Distribution of U.S. population of age and gender 2050. Source
U.S. Census Bureau , International Database[I].

The same tendency is seen with other chronic conditions,
for instance is non-insulin requiring Diabetes (type 2)

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The western world is facing a major shift in its
demographic composition, and this constitutes a potential
threat to the economy of the existing healthcare systems.
This change is a result of many factors all related to the
increased wealth and social security in the industrialized
world which have been established in modem time. This
increased wealth has lead to major advances in sanitation and
other public health related engineering areas, access to an
abundance of healthy food and clean drinking water, and not
the least in broad public access to ever better and more
efficient and relevant medical treatment, including a wide
range of pharmaceuticals counting amongst others a range of
different antibiotics and vaccines, as well as advances in
medical technology and surgery. These advances and others
have resulted in a dramatic increase in the overall expected
lifespan ofa western world citizen, allowing more children to
survive to become adults, and allowing adults to live far
longer lives than previous generations.

On Figure 1. to Figure 4. demographic data and data
projections are shown from two very different but yet
comparable western world countries, the United States of
America with a partly private healthcare insurance based
system, and Denmark with an almost exclusively publicly
funded healthcare system. Denmark with a total population
of5.3 million with an average life expectancy of76.7 and the
US with a total population of 282.3 million in the year 2000,
and an average life expectancy of 76.6 years. These figures
should be compared to a world average of 63.8 years and
62.4 in the group ofless developed countries [I). At the same
time, in 2000 the US spent 13.3% (16% in 2005), of its gross
domestic product per capita on health expenditures, or
$4,588 USD compared to Denmark spending just 8.3% or
$2.555 USD per capita, and with the same life expectancy as
a result. For a comparison, Turkey had a mere $459 USD per
capita in 2000, which still constitutes 7.4% of their gross
national product.

The U.S. Census Bureau has collected projections on the
demographic composition of the future. According to their
figures, the percentage of the population in the US over 65
years will rise from 12.4% in 2000, to 18.2% in 2025 and to
20.7% in 2050 - or almost a doubling in 50 years. The same
numbers in Denmark are 14.8% in 2000, 21.2% in 2025 and
24.7% in 2050, or roughly the same percentage increase as in
the US.

The percentage of the population becoming older than 80
years will in the US increase from 3.3% in 2000, to 4.5% in
2025, to 8% in 2050. The equivalent Danish numbers are 4%
in 2000, 5.9% in 2025 and a staggering 9.7% in 2050. For
both countries this amounts to an estimated increase of
almost 2.5 times as many citizens at or above the age of80.

Heart and circulatory conditions increase from being
0.53% at the ages 18-44, to 2.53% ages 45-54, to 6.6% in age
55-64, climbing to 9.67% for ages 65-74, 15.35% ages 75-84
and 22.07% by 85 and over. This shows a significant rise in
the group of people over age 64.
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Figure 5. Limittation of acitivity caused by selected chronic health
conditions among working-age adults by age: United States, 2004-2005 (5)
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Figure 6. Limittation of acitivity caused by selected chronic health
conditions among older adults, by age: United States, 2004-2005 . [6].

The primary sector consisting of home and community
based healthcare, including the home nurses, nursing homes
and general practitioners, while the secondary sector mainly
consists of small to large seized hospitals (depending on the
healthcare organization of the individual country or region).
The secondary sector receives a great deal of attention, and it
might appear to be the most relevant sector to focus on,
trying to achieve a heightening of efficiency here. It is
however very likely that focusing the effort on the primary
sector, by helping people in their own homes, including
monitoring their condition (ECG, heart rate, blood sugar etc),
and making sure they take their prescribed medication, might
prevent them from ever being admitted to a hospital, and as
such it will decrease the expenses incurred of a
hospitalization.

As suggested by [8] the price for a hospital bed for one
day amounts to a mean of $1,237 USD, varying between
$2,401 USD for critical or intensive care days, to $1,122
USD for regular care (2005 numbers for the state of
Michigan). The estimated average cost in a Danish public
sector hospital is around $1,104 USD per day [9].

increasing from 1.32% in the ages 45-54 to 4.06% by ages
65-74, or almost a four time higher incident rate in a 20 year
interval only.

Americans over age 65 thus incur considerable higher
medicine expenses than their younger countrymen, requiring
more caretaking staff, equipment and facilities [2], [3]. It is
estimated that over 600 million people worldwide have
chronic diseases, and the spending on chronic diseases is
expected to increase [4]. In the US alone, spending is
expected to increase from $500 billions a year to $685
billions by 2020 [4].

At the same time that the number of elderly citizens
requiring a higher degree of caretaking and service is
growing rapidly throughout 2000 to 2050, the number of
people traditionally considered within the working-age, that
is, below 64 or 70 depending on culture and regulation in
individual countries, is decreasing accordingly. In the US, in
the year 2000 there was approximately 59% of the
population within the working-age of 20-64, and only 12.4%
in the older adult group, which is not considered part of the
working force by today's norms. This is around 4.7 working
men and women for every retired or elderly adult. By 2025
this will have changed to 55.4 vs. 18.2 or 3 workers for each
elderly. And in 2050 we end up at 53.5 vs. 20.7 - or merely
2.6 active workers for each elderly. The same ratio numbers
for Denmark today (2000) are 4.2, and 2.7 for 2025, and as
low as 2.2 active workers for each Danish elderly by 2050.
This is a half of the workforce compared with the year 2000,
and they will thus be facing at least twice the workload for
each caretaking professional by the year 2050.

We may increase the potential active work force
available by different means and incentives. This includes
importing young and educated caretaking workers from third
world countries, which do not suffer from the same bleak
demographic scenarios. Or we may offer incentives for
caretaking staff to work more hours, shortening duration of
the healthcare educations and finally by keeping healthcare
workers longer on the job market through incentive programs
and other. Also, the workers may increasingly come from
other sectors, as these no longer requires the same number of
workers (for example from the heavy industry, and other
industries being increasingly automated or outsourced).

These issues are, however, not investigated further in this
paper, although they are of course most relevant as
alternatives or supplement to a solution focusing on technical
advances.

The other path suggested in this paper, is through the use
of technology in order to increase the efficiency of the
limited staff resources. This process is not in any way new,
and the use of computers and electronic medical equipment
has long been a major growth area.

The new paradigm within healthcare technology has been
dubbed pervasive healthcare [7] (see section III on pervasive
healthcare) and hails a new approach to supporting
caretaking staff, patients and relatives. The area includes
both the primary and the secondary healthcare sector.
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Of course, these figures may vary to a large degree
between different healthcare systems, depending on wages
and level of facilities, but they do indicate the overall level of
the cost ofbeing hospitalized. Ifwe can avoid just a few days
of hospitalization by increasing the quality of home care, we
may achieve significant savings for each day of
hospitalization avoided. This could easily finance the
technology needed, while at the same time save the expected
future scarce manpower available.

Also, the vast majority of Americans over the age of 65
live independently in single family homes [10] and [11].
They spend a major part of their time in the home, including
around 6 hours spent sleeping [11]. It is thus most likely, that
it is in the home where the realization that someone is sick
first occurs, as well as where the elderly feels the most at
home and confident. The earlier we might be able to help the
occupant understand his current condition and what to do
next, the easier it will be to keep him out ofhospital.

The OpenCare Project is primarily focusing on the
primary sector, the home and community-based health area.
Of course, hospital staff may also use some of the
information from the system, but the main objectives include
early warning, information, reminders, help and guidance, as
well as collecting data for better decision making for the
caretaking staff, the elderly themselves and their relatives.

III. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

A. Introducing the Main Theoretical Paradigms

In the following sections, we will discuss the main
theoretical paradigms, frameworks and technologies that we
later on will argue might help in obtaining the increased
efficiency to ease the demographic related problems we are
facing as discussed in the previous section.

We start from the top of the theoretical pyramid,
introducing the pervasive computing paradigm, which is
more of a way of thinking interaction and computer support
than it is a well-defined computer science area. We then take
on the concept of pervasive healthcare, which might be
considered a subset of pervasive computing within the
healthcare sector. Finally we will look at assisted living,
which is pervasive healthcare at work for the end-users (in
some cases considered patients) in their homes.

B. Pervasive Computing

The concept of pervasive computing, or ubiquitous
computing as it was originally coined, may be attributed to
the researcher Mark Weiser. Weiser [13] was a zealous
advocate for finding alternative solutions to the PC, which he
deemed to be counter productive to getting more technology
support integrated into people's daily lives. Indeed, Weiser
envisioned the proliferation of technology throughout the
workplace to allow for tighter integration with the actual
work tasks. Amongst the technology solutions Weiser and
his colleges produced for supporting this vision, was the
concept of "Tabs, Pads & Boards" devices, communicating
with each other through a wireless network, and the ability to
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track the location of a user within his ubiquitous equipped
laboratory and support work tasks in novel ways.

This technology vision has now become a commercial
reality. PDA's and cell phones, able to run applications and
communicating using WiFi or mobile networks such as the
Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) or
Universal Mobile Telephone System (UMTS), are now
available at a cost that may be considered negligible by most
in the industrialized world.

Weiser's main vision was that of "calm technology".
Letting the technology disappear from our attention, and
instead let the technology help us, rather than allow it to be in
our way. A design goal also discussed by Norman in his
book on "the invisible computer" [15].

Much of the current research literature on pervasive and
ubiquitous computing in general, and pervasive healthcare in
particular (which we shall cover in the next section),
considers the mobile phone to be the essence of Mark
Weiser's vision, solving all the pervasive tasks we might
imagine, including healthcare related tasks. We tend to
disagree with those people, however. To Mark Weiser, the
notion of tabs (which has some resemblance with the mobile
phone of today), pads and boards, was only the "ends to a
mean". As Norman stated, a device to "rule them all" - or a
device that handles everything, being both a phone, a
walkman, a calendar, a camera and a healthcare hub, is not a
usable product - or at least not a product usable by all. And if
we consider some of our target groups for this project,
namely the elderly (and perhaps) cognitive impaired, one
should be very careful to be considering the mobile phone as
the perfect ubiquitous device for solving pervasive
computing tasks. Most commercially available mobile
phones are not in any way a "calm" experience for many
elderly users, and in fact, applications for mobile phones
does often not work as easy and painlessly as expected.

So, pervasive computing technology implies many other
things than just being mobile and being able to access data
anywhere, anytime. It is also about creating contextual
awareness, and about being proactive, and perhaps more
important, about being user friendly to the extreme. If we
need to harness the power of technology out in the homes of
potentially cognitive and physically impaired people, we
must exploit the full potential of Weisers original ideas.
Sensors must be aware where the user is, what the user is
doing, and perhaps what the user should be doing. If he for
instance is in the bathroom, and he has not taken his
medicine as prescribed, the system should be aware of his
position, and be able to provide him the info in the context he
is in. It is no use that his phone is vibrating to remind him to
take his medicine, if he is sitting in his bathtub.

Pervasive computing is about sensing and intelligent
decision making. Contextual awareness and of course, access
to data and the flow of data. If the elderly patient (from
before) did not take his medicine, then someone should be
informed of it. It might be his doctor - which he will see next
month - or it might be a simple text SMS message sent to
one ofhis relatives, friends or spouse.



Pervasive computing enabling technologies include
sensors and actuators, regular PC's, embedded computers
and mobile devices. The use of wireless technologies is of
major importance in pervasive computing. Technologies
include WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, NFC, TCP/IP, while
sensors might be everything from accelerometers or visual
movement trackers to measure movement, heat sensors,
pressure sensors and more. Speech and voice recognition
technology certainly also goes under the notion of pervasive
enabling technology, allowing for a calmer and more natural
user interface - as is the use oftouch screens and other direct
manipulation interfaces.

c. Pervasive Healthcare

Pervasive Healthcare is healthcare technology within the
pervasive computing paradigm. That is - instead of thinking
healthcare technology as following the traditional personal
computing paradigm, we apply the special techniques and
technologies that are featured by pervasive computing
theory.

As an example, the use of a home blood pressure
measuring device might be considered "pervasive" by some,
as it allows the user to sit at home, to measure his blood
pressure, and either record the data in a booklet, phone the
doctor or nurse, or enter the data in an email or even a PC
application. We do not recognize this to be an example of
pervasive technology neither in theory nor applied. If the
user instead performs the measurements, and does not have
to worry about the data getting to the doctor and in his
medical records, as this happens automatically, this would be
one step closer to a pervasive computing scenario. In fact - if
the user had to do absolutely nothing, where he needs to
worry about installing the infrastructure and getting the data
sent, then that is even closer to "calm technology". Most
calm or pervasive would it be, if the user was not even aware
that he was being monitored (of course after having given his
permission), then that would be truly calm technology.

Our definition of what is indeed pervasive technology
and what is not, is quite perilous. What might be considered
pervasive by some might not be appreciated as such by
others. The field of pervasive healthcare is not sufficiently
rigidly defined to truly deal with this, as is neither pervasive
computing. But again, falling back to Mark Weiser's
teachings, pervasive technology should be as calm and
invisible as possible.

Bardram et al. [7] give the, in their own term, superficial
definition of "pervasive healthcare" as being the application
of pervasive computing in healthcare. They do however
propose, that pervasive healthcare, like pervasive computing,
is a truly multidisciplinary field, involving many different
technologies and schools of thought.

Bardram et al. also recognize the different aspects of
pervasive healthcare whether in a hospital setting, or in the
home ofthe patients or end-users.
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D. Assisted Living

Pervasive healthcare at the user's home is sometimes
called assisted living or assisted cognition [16].

These terms have been used to describe systems that use
sensor data to determine what current activities the user is
doing while at home, and guide the user in order to solve the
task more easily or safely, as well as monitor the person's
health condition. This might include reminding the user to
take his medicine as prescribed, warn about a potentially too
high blood pressure, or an arrhythmia of his heart - advising
him to rush to the hospital or seek help.

Assisted living is really about making life easier and safer
for the users and their relatives - and for extending the tools
available to home nurses, general practitioners and perhaps
hospitals staffor other specialist functions.

For instance, a patient who is suffering from Meniere's
disease (a build-up offluid in the inner ear) as well as having
increased blood pressure, might be dependent on taking her
medicine at a regular interval in order not to get dizzy and
fall (perhaps breaking her hip or other bones in the process)
or risking a heart attack, heart failure or stroke. An assisted
living system might remind her to take her different types of
medication, using visual or audio signalling, or even just
telling her using speech technology. The system might have
sensors able to detect her leaving her home, so that she might
be reminded of taking the medicine before she leaves. Same
system might also ask her to take her blood pressure at
regular intervals (once or three times a day), and
automatically store the data and send them to the physician
she is attending for next check-up. He would be able to
watch reports on how often she forgets taking her medicine,
and what effect it has on her blood pressure when she does
not remember to take her medication.

If we now also equip her with an accelerometer unit, we
might measure her level of activity, including amount of
sleep and rest. These data again goes to the physician for the
monthly check-up. Same accelerometer unit might be able to
detect if she falls, and stays down in case of e.g. a broken
hip. And now - the system might send an SMS text to one of
her relatives, or to a private surveillance company or the
local community nursing facility, depending on resources
available.

This vision of an assisted living system is exactly the type
of system that the OpenCare Project supports and facilitates.
Including the OpenCare Infrastructure that makes it easy to
attach the sensors, the drivers developed for the blood
pressure meter and the automatic medicine dispenser. Other
supported features include the messaging and alert API for
sending data to the physician and relatives and many other
that will be discussed in section VI.

The OpenCare Project and Infrastructure is not a
complete system for assisted living projects. It is an
infrastructure which is designed to be as open and flexible as
possible. It is an infrastructure for other researchers and
commercial vendors to design and test prototypes, and
eventually perhaps developed complete systems based on it.



Many of the ideas of the OpenCare Project are not
original, and have been discussed in earlier literature. There
are also some commercial systems available for assisted
living, so the OpenCare Project is not necessarily a
revolution. There are several new ideas behind the OpenCare
Project, but the most important being the open source nature
ofthe project.

In the following we will analyse related research projects
and commercial products, and discuss the features, strengths
and weaknesses of these, and discuss where the OpenCare
Project might be better suited or not to solve the same
problems.

IV. RELATED RESEARCH AND COMtvlERCIAL PRODUCTS

It will not be possible to cover all research projects within
the field of assisted living nor all available commercial
products on the market. Furthermore - we will focus on
infrastructure projects rather than for example pure sensor
projects or usability studies, limiting the candidates further.

Seon-Woo et al. [17], are looking into the assisted living
domain surveying the elderly in their own homes. An
architecture is created with sensors for detecting movement
and a gateway in the home for sending the data to a central
server. They focus primarily on analysing the data The
system appears to be rather monolithic by nature, and does
not seem open. This might be a good strategy to solve the
particular scenario they are aiming at and have set as their
objective, but what if the system is later adapted by a
regional care center and the need arises for the system to talk
with several back-end systems, or they need to support a
range of hardware sensors from another vendor. Whether
there is access to the source code and whether this is open
source is not discussed, but this appears not to be the case,
and thus not allowing for modifications or adaptations of the
system.

Huang and Su [18] also looks into establishing an
architecture for the home, but focuses on the conversion of
signals in the home to a known format. The converted data is
placed in a middleware where the format from e.g. a webcam
or an ECG is formatted to the DICOM [19] format from
NEMA [20]. Due to the limited amount of information on the
middleware in relation to the use of technologies, this work
is again deemed rather closed and limited on features. The
use of standards (DICOM and NEMA) seems quite relevant,
and using a middleware could be promising, if the
middleware was itself heterogeneous with regards to
programming languages and operation system platforms.
This is not possible to deduct from the text, as is neither code
availability nor licensing issues.

Varshney [21] writes about the infrastructure for
monitoring the elderly at home. The research focuses on how
sensors should communicate with the outside world, but does
not specify a complete solution. This is again deemed a
prototype project - exploring a single case, rather than
providing a complete infrastructure for assisted living
solutions.
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Bambis et al. [22] discusses the possibility of monitoring
the elderly in their homes and tracking their movement and
providing a scalable framework for interpreting their
movement data and a state model of their behaviour. This
includes an API for asking whether the person is getting
enough sleep, where the person currently is, number of visits
to the toilet etc. The system allows for third party movement
and tracking sensors, but it does not include e.g. ECG or
blood pressure sensors. The system appears modularized and
scalable. It does not however appear to be open for third
party software systems, as it does not appear to be available
for source code download. The system share many
similarities with the OpenCare Project discussed in this
paper, but appear as being rather monolithic and closed.

Kirovski et al. [23] from Microsoft Research introduces
the Health-OS system. It is a system, apparently dedicated
for the Microsoft Windows and Windows CE platforms
(even though it is claimed it will run on any suitable real time
OS based device), which integrates different commercial
sensor types, collects and stores the data on standard
Windows and Windows CE devices. The system appears
somewhat open, including an SDK for accessing the data and
functionality. However the source code does not appear to be
available, again keeping the system closed for most
extensions or modifications.

Schwiebert et al. [24] discusses some issues regarding
biometric sensors where they point out a number of
important points including problems with power supply,
interruption of the elderly etc. The project is deemed more
relevant for providing requirements for sensor manufacturers
than it is relevant to infrastructure discussions.

Rodrig and LaMarca [25], presents a P2P architecture for
collecting and distributing data from sensors. In our opinion,
the complexity of an infrastructure tends to increase when
using a P2P architecture, and Rodrig and LaMarca does not
convince us otherwise with their system. This does not mean
that it might not have its validity in some scenarios, just that
a pervasive healthcare infrastructure not seems to gain
anything from being P2P based.

Bardram et al. [26] discusses the transition from ordinary
visits at a physician to the use of telemedicine, where the
patients themselves performs the measurements and collects
the data. The paper does not focus on infrastructure or
architecture, but on the usage of systems suitable for home
use.

Telcomed [27] is a commercial company based in
Ireland, producing a range of telemedicine and pervasive
healthcare products. Including sensors for monitoring heart
rate, 1 lead ECG, body temperature, weight, blood pressure,
blood sugar and more. They provide a complete
infrastructure, from the patients home to the web-based
Telcomed monitoring center. They use proprietary
communication protocols, and the solution appears not to be
open for third party solutions.

Corscience [28] is likewise a commercial company,
based in Germany. They also provide a complete vertical



monolithic solution including sensors for ECG, blood
pressure (both l-lead and 3, 6 or 12-lead), a weigth sensor as
well as an Asthma sensor device. The Corscience system can
send data from either a stationary gateway, or a small mobile
gateway, to a central database, and provides web-access to
these data, including alert functionality and more. The
Corscience system is closed like Telcomed, but they do
however use Bluetooth for most sensor devices, and they do
share their communication protocol with partner companies,
signing an NDA. The OpenCare Project is supporting several
Corscience sensors devices at present, incl. ECG, blood
pressure and weight. Corscience is not open source, and not
much more open than is the Telcomed solution. Again,
choosing Corscience requires a full solution, and it may not
work with e.g. Telcomd products.

Yet another private company is Tunstall. Tunstall [29]
has a wide range of sensor products, incl. pressure mats and
movement sensors, as well as blood pressure, ECG,
temperature and more. Tunstall utilizes an interactive
basestation at the users home, sending the data directly to the
relevant clinic. Again, the sensors are Bluetooth based, and
by signing an NDA, it is possible to partner with them.
Again, we see a semi open solution, which is however not
open source.

Intel has recently released the Intel Health Guide
PHS6000 [30], which is an interactive mobile computer with
a touch screen, camera and more. According to Intel, a whole
range of sensor types has been certified for use with it, which
sensors exactly has however not been revealed yet. The
solution appears somewhat monolithic in nature, but might
be open for third party sensors, as long as Intel will certify
them. There is no mention of whether the system is open for
external systems, including Electronic Patient Record
systems, clinical systems and others. Also, there is no
mention of whether the source code is available for
modifications, or whether the hardware platform might be
changed to something else than an Intel based machine.

The Continua Alliance [31] is a non-profit, open industry
alliance of healthcare and technology companies that has
realized that "broad interoperability has yet to be achieved"
[32] within the field of pervasive healthcare. They conclude
that "Much of the technology that can improve healthcare
already exists in some form. For example, medical devices
that monitor health and fitness - blood pressure cuffs,
glucose meters, medication trackers, weight scales and
pedometers - are on the market; however, these pieces
cannot be integrated into full personal telehealth systems that
can send data from multiple vendors' medical devices to a
health care provider or fitness coach. No standards exist that
fully define interoperability among these devices, thus the
market is unable to invest in interoperable solutions." [33].

The Continua Alliance has the goal of achieving
interoperability between different healthcare related
technologies and solutions. The Continua Alliance plan on
using the ISO/IEEE 11073 family of Medical Device
Connectivity standards and Bluetooth and the USB Personal
Healthcare Device Class Specification as the glue to tie
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healthcare sensors and computing hardware together with
Remote Patient Monitoring and Electronic Health Record
systems [34]. The Continua Alliance is dedicated to provide
developer resources (including access to some free reference
source code) as well as guidelines and a certification process.
The Continua Alliance is as such in many respects closely
related to the mission of the OpenCare Project. However,
they are more concerned with device interoperability than
providing a complete and freely available end-to-end
infrastructure.

v. LESSONS LEARNED FROM RELATED
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTS

Most existing research projects and commercial products
on the marked, as discussed in the preceding chapter, uses
closed proprietary software and hardware solutions, not
allowing individual integrators to add third party sensors or
requiring a certification process. Only to some degree do
such products provide third party software access, e.g. with
limited web service or other middleware support to some of
the data. Furthermore none of the related research products
and commercial products offers the flexibility of providing
access to the source code for extension or modification.

An optimal infrastructure-architecture should allow
caretaking professionals, institutions, companies or
individuals, to freely choose among the most appropriate
sensor types and software components suiting exactly their
needs, thus avoiding the inherent risk of vendor lock-in! and
basing a pervasive healthcare infrastructure for home care
and assisted living systems on a non-extendable and
inflexible platform.

Much published research within the pervasive healthcare
field, including the related research presented in the above,
are to a large extend not supporting this. Many research
projects choose to build their own infrastructure to deploy
projects within. Producing a robust, efficient and safe tailor
made infrastructure for a research project is highly resource
consuming, and will most often not be able to provide the
same features and security mechanisms than a general
purpose healthcare infrastructure would. We may only
speculate why so many research projects chooses to build
their own infrastructure, but one possible reason is the
pricing of existing commercial infrastructures, and the fact,
that most of these are not open for extension, or even
modification of the existing code base. Systems should be
open and flexible with regards to potential modification - so
that researchers and corporate developers can easily adapt the
system to specific needs in order to test new sensor types - or
experiment with new ways ofusing existing technology.

True openness and flexibility may only be achieved by
having an open source framework, where you might freely

1 "Vendor lock-in, or just lock-in, is the situation in which customers are
dependent on a single manufacturer or supplier for some product, or
products, and cannot move to another vendor without substantial costs
and/or inconvenience."



modify the existing code. For every new participant project,
the code base may be increased with new features.

The OpenCare Project and Infrastructure is exactly this.
An open source infrastructure for pervasive healthcare
projects with focus on assisted living solutions. The
OpenCare project aims at providing a framework for
producing tailor-made infrastructures, while also providing
drivers for many commercial sensor types, and examples of
usage. In the following we will provide an overview of the
project.

VI. OVERVIEWOF THEOPENCARE PROJECT

The OpenCare Project is divided into four logic tiers. The
Home, Central, Public and Mobile-tier. The Home-tier
logically belongs at the end-users home, while Central-tier
contains the central server and database, as well as various
business-logic code.

Electronic Patient Records Relatives 3M3 & Web

Emergency System Public Tier GP 's Web System

Home Nurse Web System Administration Web

HostDriver Repository Alert Media Framework

Central Tier
Enti ty and Event Database Business Logic

BaseTerminal GPS s Accellerometers

Home Tier Mobile Tier
Sensors and Actuators Personal Com Device

• .. .. .. .. .. .. Bluetooth communication
W eb services communication

Figure7. The four tiers of theOpenCareInfrastructure, alongwith the
majorcomponents containedwithinthem.

The Public-tier constitutes the facades for the
administrative staff and professional caretakers, hospital
staff, general practitioners, and home nurses and other
caretaking staff. Represented by either a PC, web or mobile
solution. Also, the Public-tier is available as distribution
services, including as SOA-based2 web services and other
supported heterogenic distribution middleware standards.

The Home-tier consists of a stationary touch screen unit
in the end-users home (but may also be a regular PC or even
a headless unit), including a near-zero-configuration
framework [37], a reminder framework, a persistency
framework and an alert and alert media framework. Also, a
symbiotic mobile framework (OpenCare Personal
Communication Device) is under development, allowing the
user the freedom ofleaving his or her home while continuing
being monitored- shifting to the Mobile-tier.

2 SOA: Service OrientedArchitecture
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OpenCare Infrastructure framework, could be realized. This diagrams

showstwoseparateexecutionenvironments/systems; The Central-tier and
Home-tier/BaseTerminal. Bothsystemsutilizesthe OpenCareFramework.

It has previously been argued that usability and efficiency
are some of the primary success criteria in order to get a
pervasive healthcare system successfully deployed in the
user's homes [36]. We cannot expect the relatives or
caretaking staff who are installing and handling these
systems, or new sensors, to have the necessary technical
expertise to handle complicated installation procedures.

Therefore all installation should occur with zero or
minimal configuration (near-zero) efforts. To ensure this, an
essential part of the system is the near-zero-configuration
sensor framework [38], which allows sensors and base
stations to configure and pair automatically. This is
accomplished through Bluetooth, WiFi and other wireless
and wired technologies as discussed in [37]. Minimal
required user interaction is one of the most important
elements of ubiquitous and pervasive computing, and this is
thus a very important aspect of the system, and is widely
implemented at current.

As stated earlier, the system today supports a wide
range of wireless sensor types from different manufactures,
and alI of these may be automatically detected, which will
lead to automatic driver download and activation in the
running system in the users home, without any kind of user
interaction. As such the system achieves a kind of zero
confiruration, or almost zero-configuration, as the use of a
NFC -device-based binding mechanism is necessary, as true
zero-configuration has proven not to be practical possible to
implement, as discussed in [37]. While there are no sensor
range overlap issues in isolated installations, the originally
constructed framework architecture proved to suffer in the
case of several patients being within range of each others
base stations. The zero-configuration units are unable to
determine which sensor belongs to which patient and base
station, in case of these not being either preconfigured or
configured by manual onsite user interaction, thus breaking
the zero-configuration paradigm. This problem has been
solved by using NFC-enabled phones, and NFC-Iabels and
smart cards.

3 NFC: Near FieldCommunication
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Figure9. Sequencediagramillustratinghow hostdriversare acquired. A
BluetoothAcceptor has discovereda new Bluetoothdevice, and attempts
to downloada hostdriverfromthe centraldriver repository basedon an ID
(UID, which here is the MAC-adressof the device). Note that only the UID

is used to acquire the hostdrivers fromthe DriverRepository. Different
acceptorsexists for differentcommunication technologies- includingone

for Bluetooth, one for serial, one for ZigBee, one for uPnP, and new
acceptorsmay bedeployeddynamically.

In the Central-tier we find the domain model of the
system, modelling users, equipment, relations (including who
should receive which data, in which formats and on which
media). For instance, the users being monitored are found in
this database, including personal records, a reminder
calendar, the data that has been gathered from sensors and
other sources, as well as which caretakers and relatives
should receive status information and data from them,
including alerts on media such as SMS texts, email, callbacks
to surveillance software and more. Also in the Central-tier,
we find a service layer, servicing the Home-tier , and thus the
software running in the user's homes. There is also a layer
servicing the Public-tier. A range of different heterogenic
distribution middleware types are supported here, including
web services for maximum openness to different operating
system and programming language platforms. In the Central
tier, the hostDriverRepository is also hosted, which contains
all known drivers for any sensor devices supported by the
system. Usually a device is identified using its MAC-address
or its Service signature (which is the case for most
Bluetooth-based devices).

New hostdrivers must implement the IHostDriver
interface, which must then be compiled to a .NET assembly
and deployed on the repository, and the database needs to be
updated with its UID. This is all that is needed to add a new
hostdriver to a running system, and start deploying software.

The Public-tier is divided into several views providing
different functionality for different user groups. One view
targets the administrative staff, providing features for
creating the data entities: users, sensor types, host drivers etc.
This is provided by a web application for easy deployment.
However, in order to allow maximum flexibility and
openness , all functionality is also supported by a distribution
middleware, so that it is easy to integrate the administrative
functionality in existing applications, including PC, UNIX,
LINUX, Apple or web based, not locking developers to the
web platform. Again, as all code is open source, one can
easily change the code as preferred , while the modularized
design further enhances this
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Figure 10. Classdiagramshowingthe contentof the sih.domain.hostdriver
subpackage. The term"Hostdriver" relatesto a collectionof components

together representing the conceptof a hostdriver. All the hostdriver
componentinherit the IHostDriver interfacewhichhelps to identifythe

hostdriverand decouplesdifferenthostdriverassembliesand objects.

The Public-tier also provides a view for the associated
caretaking staff. This includes home nurses, general
practitioners, and hospital physicians . Views for relatives are
at current rather limited, but does include receiving emails or
SMS based text messages.

The system is developed for the .NET platform using the
C# programming language for application development and
ASP.NET for web development. As such, the system
requires a .NET common language runtime virtual machine
to run on a given platform This currently limits the system to
primarily the Microsoft Windows family of PC and server
operating systems, although the Mono project might LINUX
enable the code with some modifications. This has not yet
been tested however.

VII. FUTUREWORK

Although a functional system has been developed and has
been made available for download by others , there is still
much room for improvement. Including : increased sensor
support , enhanced security and higher usability. Hopefully
the research community will in time help contribute to this.

Furthermore, the only valid test of the systems openness ,
flexibility and usefulness , will be obtained when external
developers use the system for creating new assisted living
prototypes and systems, providing relevant feedback.

End-user testing has not yet commenced with the system.
Usability being a major design criteria, this is also of major
importance, and is scheduled to commence soon.

For further details, elaborations and updates Please
consult the project wiki at: http://opencareproject.com/.
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